History

Prior to 2015, Tosaf imported products produced in its European and Israeli facilities to service the growing North America Customer base

2015
Tosaf acquired Adtec Colorant, its first US based manufacturing facility for custom color and additives, establishing Tosaf NA

2016
Began construction of a state of the art manufacturing facility in NC.

2017
Opened Tosaf NC focused on manufacturing whites and additives for an array of plastic markets

2019
Acquired Vision Color, LLC, expanding its geographic footprint and custom color and additive capabilities

US facilities have over 60 years combined custom color & additive R & D / mfg. experience. Proud themselves on Quality, Service and Cost effective products
About Tosaf

For over three decades, Tosaf has been developing and manufacturing high quality additives, compounds, and color masterbatches for all thermoplastic polymers. With the aim of providing for its customers’ every need, Tosaf has continually grown and developed its offering, production capacity, and global reach. Tosaf is a global organization with over 1200 employees, 14 plants around the world, including 3 in the US, and more than 5000 customers in 50 countries.

Understanding Your Needs

Tosaf customers have the peace of mind knowing, that in addition to the knowledge and capabilities of the North America facilities to meet or exceed their needs, additional support stands at the ready providing experience and resources to answer growing needs and challenges.

Maximum Color. Maximum Performance

Matching colors requires wide-ranging expertise in pigments, polymers and additives. Considering your specific requirements and functional needs, we have the technical knowledge to create complex colors for virtually all polymers.

Our experience and know-how is at your disposal

Tosaf supports all of it facilities worldwide with on-going R&D focused on developing innovative products and processes to meet current and future customer needs. In addition, our global footprint ensures our global customers consistency from continent to continent in the quality, service, and cost effectiveness of the products from any Tosaf facility.
Exceptional Service

Our customers are our reason for existing. It is our duty not only to deliver first quality masterbatch, but also the personalized service that has distinguished us throughout the years. We provide a 72-hour-or-less color match service, and a five-working-days-or-less production order response time. With three strategically positioned manufacturing sites in the US we can provide efficient, responsive and cost-effective service to our customers in North America.

Dedication to Sustainability

As environmental concerns challenge players in all industries to reduce their carbon footprint by developing sustainable products and processes, we are leading the way in the development of colors and additives that can be used with recycled materials and biopolymers.
We Color the World

Whether you have one facility or many, we can support your needs worldwide. Let us **demonstrate the Tosaf difference!**